CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 Conclusion

In this chapter as well, the writer tries to draw some conclusions about the subject discussed. The conclusions are:

1. In Anton Chekov’s short story mostly uses declarative clauses with total 172 or 93.8% from total clauses which are used. This indicates that the Anton Chekov’s short story is the information or proposition rather than Good and services or proposal.

2. In Anton Chekov’s short story more dominantly uses declarative rather than exclamative. The comparison between declarative-non-exclamative and declarative exclamative are declarative-non-exclamative 171 or 93.3% and declarative exclamative 1 (one) or 0.5%.

3. In Anton Chekov’s short story “THE DEATH OF ON OFFICIAL” in Selected Short Stories Book more dominantly uses complement with 98 or 53% total frequent from the total clause. This indicates that Anton Chekov’s short story more dominantly putting a nominal group.

4. In term of Adjunct, Anton Chekov’s short story more often uses a prepositional phrase or adverbial group is Circumstancial Adjunct with total 56 or 77.8%
5.2 Suggestion

According to the conclusions of this study, the writer gives the suggestion that there will be other studies on interpersonal relationship in short story not only from Mood Element and Mood Types but also Discourse Structure Patterns. The short story can be described that include the realization of Tenor, Speech Function, and Genre.